These panels were researched and produced by volunteers of the East Riding Rural Life Project and originally formed a display at the Museum of East Riding Rural Life at Skidby Windmill.

What is Vernacular Architecture?
Before the mass production of building materials began in the early 20th century each region of
the country had its own local style of domestic buildings which was determined by the type of
building materials available. Houses, farm buildings, windmills and watermills and even walls can
be described as vernacular.
In medieval times there was a lack of natural building material in the East Riding and the only
materials available in quantity were chalk (extensively used for cottages on the Wolds) and clay.
Both of these were of a poor quality which did not wear well. However the chalkstone once
quarried in the north-east of the Riding, near the coast, proved much more weatherproof. Good
quality stone could only be found on a band of sandstone and limestone to the west of the Wolds,
with a limestone from the Newbold area used in the Middle Ages for local churches and from the
17th to early 19th centuries for farmhouses and cottages in villages from Elloughton to
Goodmanham.
Holderness cobbles from the beach were the most individual stone used for building and thirty
five churches along the coast from Easington to Hunmanby and inland as far as Long Riston and
Frodingham are in part cobble built. Cobble built houses and farm buildings are less widespread

South Cave—buildings are made of a variety of materials

than the churches, although a number can be seen in coastal settlements and villages near
Spurn Point.

Types of Natural Building Materials

Cobble cottages were plentiful at Hornsea, where ‘pannier’ men made a living carrying cobbles

A knowledge of local geology is basic to any appreciation of old

from the beach in panniers slung either side of a donkey or ass.

buildings. This area generally lacks plentiful supplies of local
stone and timber. Chalk from the Wolds and small amounts of

There was a shortage of timber and there are few timber-framed houses in the rural East Riding,

limestone, sandstone and ironstone are available. Most

although there are recordings of some box and cruck-framed cottages. It was the norm for much

common is clay used in the construction of mud walls and in

of the housing in the Holderness area to be constructed of mud with thatch being the usual

brick and tile manufacture. Cobbles and gravel from coastal

roofing material before the mid 18th century. Only two mud houses are known to survive, at

areas plus thatch from arable crops were also utilised.

Beeford and Roos.

Chalk
This is easily quarried and carved but does not weather well due to the action of frost. It is
variable in quality and was often faced with brick for protection and around sharp corners and
windows. Hessle and Beverley Westwood were two important sites for extraction. Examples of
its use can be found in houses and farms at Londesborough and Wold Newton. Better quality
stone is found around Bridlington and can be seen in the old Flamborough lighthouse.

Oolitic limestone
This contains various impurities such as iron and is found at the western edge of the Wolds. It
is a valuable building stone but is unsuitable for carving so is not used for decorative details. It
can be found in Beverley Minster and was used in monasteries. After their dissolution the
stone was pillaged for general building and examples exist at Warter, Brantingham, Newbald
and North and South Cave.

Flint
This is made from silica and occurs within the chalk in various natural shapes or rounded by
the sea. It is difficult to build with, requiring lots of mortar to bond it together. Used from the
middle ages until 1850, it is usually found in east and south Holderness, not far from the coast.
The earliest properties have walls using different sizes jumbled up. By the nineteenth century
East Riding Geology - Based on “British Regional Geology—East
Yorkshire and Lincolnshire” HMSO 1948

the stones were being graded with the larger stones at the base and the smaller ones further
up. Sometimes a herringbone pattern was used. Many examples exist at Hornsea and
Newbegin.

Timber
This is adaptable, relatively easy to use and reuse but flammable. Local sources were found
between the rivers Ouse and Derwent and in an area south and east of Beverley. The shortfall
was made up of imports from Hull, transported via the River Hull then distributed by wagon
making it relatively expensive.

Some East Riding materials
The pictures on the right show some
East Yorkshire building materials. The
church buttress has bricks, cobbles
and ashlar blocks (cut stone blocks).
The cottages have thatched roofs.

Butress at Long Riston Church

Cottages at Warter

Bricks
Brick making in the East Riding was established as a local industry as early as the first half of the 14th
century, as the excellent clays of our district were ideal for the purpose. These hand-made early bricks
were very irregular in form as it was difficult to control the temperature in the maker’s kilns. They were
seldom more than 2 inches thick, and up to 10 inches long, and plenty of mortar was needed to achieve
regular coursing.
The clay was cut using a crook hold and then placed in a wooden mould and smoothed down, then lastly
placed in a kiln.
Some of the brickyards were located at Pocklington, Huggate, Wilberfoss, Fang Foss, Bishop Wilton,
Hunmanby, Newport and Gilberdyke. Most village brickyards had come into being by the mid-19th century.

Old bricks of irregular sizes

North Bar, Beverley

Wooden brick mould

Brick decoration

North Bar, Beverley

Brick Tumbling

This is the earliest English town gate built of brick. It was constructed 1409-10 at
a cost of £100 It is the only remaining survivor of Beverley’s medieval gateways.

Because of the particular weather protection problems of gable walls various special details, for example,
A brick and tile works, established by the 14th century, provided materials for the

‘tumbling-in’ were developed.

rebuilding of the town’s gateways.
On the end walls of gables and sometimes at the base of chimney stacks, the brickwork was laid diagonally
to form a series of triangles, which were not only ornamental but also practical. Also, as the bricks were laid
at right angles to the slope of the roof, this thereby provided a smooth base for the coping.
The use of tumbling is limited to the East Riding and is thought to be a result of an historical Dutch influence
in our area.

Clay pantiles
In the past, pantiles were generally made from alluvial clays found around the
Humber Estuary. They provided a strong, fireproof alternative to thatching. The
traditional clay pantile is rectangular and approximately 12 to 15 mm thick. It is
dried into an ‘S’ shape with the right hand edge turned down and the left hand
edge turned up. It is then fired in a kiln. A pantile roof weighs just two-thirds of a
plain tiled one and can be laid at a lower pitch.

Tumbled eaves

Slit breathers
These are patterns of brick work which allow ventilation of
agricultural buildings such as these barns.

Underside of an old pantile: the
protrusion fitted over roof laths
Slit breathers

Geological setting
Chalk and oolitic limestone are similar in that they are both
essentially made of the mineral calcite which was used by marine
organisms to form their bodies. Because of the dip of the strata the
older rocks outcrop to the west and the younger to the east.

Chalk
Chalk is a type of very pure limestone which formed in clear seas
some 100 million years ago; in the Cretaceous period. Chalk
underlies most of East Yorkshire, typically with a thickness of about
500m. It is not seen at the surface in the Holderness area because it
is covered by sediments from the last Ice Age including boulder clay,
deposited under glaciers, and sands and gravels formed in the rivers
caused when the ice melted. The water supply for much of the East
Rough chalk wall filling
Flamborough

Riding is extracted from the underlying chalk aquifer. The chalk
comes to the surface forming the high ground of the Yorkshire

Chalk-built cottage, Flamborough

Wolds.
The Old Lighthouse,
Flamborough

Chalk as a building stone
In the north of the Wolds is a band of hard chalk which is used locally
for building particularly where it is easily accessible. It is widely used
in Flamborough where the old lighthouse is built of chalk.

Chalk is not an ideal building stone because it is porous: water easily
soaks into it. In winter this water freezes, expands and cracks the
rock. For this reason it is common to protect the surface from the
weather with a coating of paint or other medium.

Chalk buildings are subject to attack by weather

Chalk-built farmhouse, Flamborough

Historical note

Limestone Buildings

At the time of the Enclosure Acts in the eighteenth century it was

In the east of our area is a small outcrop of limestone called the

common for local people to be awarded the right to extract chalk

Cave oolite. It is of Middle Jurassic age and contains tiny spheres of

from nearby pits for building roads and houses.

calcium carbonate, once thought to be like fish eggs and called ooliths. This type of rock is common in the Cotswolds where it was

Number 2 Little Weighton Rd is an example of a chalk-built property.

quarried to make the fine buildings of Georgian Bath.

It had a dirt floor and is now a listed building. There were many other
chalk pits in this area such as the

The Cave oolite was quarried in South Cave and North Newbald. As

Pot and Ladle Pit between Bishop

well as being used for local buildings, in Cave, Newbald, Hotham

Burton and Walkington. Other

and Sancton for example, it was also used to dress some mediaeval

chalk pits were found at Hutton

Oolitic limestone—resembles fish eggs

buildings in Hull.

Cranswick, Bainton, Lund,
Lockington, Holme on the Wolds

Some historical limestone buildings

and Market Weighton.
Number 2 Little Weighton Road

The photographs below show some limestone
buildings in the west of our region.
In Elloughton there are limestone and pantile

Historical
Mid 19th century maps also reveal that there were limestone quarries
at Hotham and North Newbald, a gravel pit at Market Weighton and
a brick yard at Garton on the Wolds. These were all small and most
had fallen out of use by the end of the 19th century.

cottages dating from the 18th and early 19th
centuries.
Hall Farm, Brantingham, is a late 18th century
two-story three bay limestone building with a
pantile roof and late 19th century gothic windows.
At Dale Farm, Brantingham, is an early 18th
century farmhouse in local limestone and pantile
with mid to late 19th century barge-boarded
dormers and Gothicized windows.

Limestone barn conversion, South Cave
Dale Farm, Brantingham

Hall Farm, Brantingham

Cottages, Elloughton

Holderness Cobbles
Boulders

Cobbled Roads and Walls

In the plain of Holderness, during the early 1800's, the scarcity of alternative materials such as

In country districts of Holderness, traces of old cobble roads may

building stone, bricks and timber resorted to the use of cobbles being used to build houses, farm

be found on access roads to farms. They were made with selected

buildings and churches. The humble cobble is a natural product, which does not require any

hard wearing stones, and laid with a flat upper surface whenever

processing, is easy to handle and was usually free for the taking.

possible. Carefully laid cobbled pavements can be found at
Westgate, in Hornsea and at Far Lane, Bewholme.

Before the onset of the ice age, Holderness
was occupied by the North Sea. The soil is

There were never sufficient numbers of cobbles to be found on the

principally of boulder clay, which is made up

surface to make field walls, but in the villages where they were

of several irregular layers of varying

brought in for building, they were also used for boundary walls

composition and consistencies, the result of

between properties and around farmyards to contain stock.

successive ice ages. Between these layers

Cobbled walls can be seen at Hornsea, Skipsea, Easington and

are to be found sand, gravel, pebbles and

Burton Pidsea.

cobbles which were stabilised by a later

Pavement in Westgate, Hornsea

inundation. The cobbles geologically, were
derived from a great variety of rocks, varying
considerably in colour with the majority being
dark. Some were collected from the boulder
clay, and are known as boulderstones.

Spurn Head
In December 1849 the Spurn peninsula was
breached with a recorded gap of 320 yards wide
and 12ft deep, eventually growing to 1400 yards
long. Besides the action of the weather, the
continued extraction of very large quantities of
material from the beaches contributed to the
erosion, reaching a climax when in 1867 no less

Cobbled pavement, Bewholme

Cobbled wall, Easington

Cobbled Buildings

than 30,000 tons of cobbles were removed at

The cobble built houses of the 18th and 19th centuries had a rectangular plan form, which could

Spurn, under licence, in a single year.

be covered with a simple roof. The roofs were invariably covered with pantiles, which being
thinner than the original thatching, lie below the level of the top of the tumbled-in gable which

The continuing commercial extraction and

was formerly covered by the thatch. The houses were generally of one and a half storey, with

resulting erosion of the Spurn peninsula resulted

the upper floors lacking headroom and were difficult to alight. Windows were made of universal

in a prohibition by an Admiralty Commission on

Yorkshire’ horizontal sliding sashes. The ‘workers cottages’ at Far Lane, Bewholme had access

st

21 March 1850 for ‘taking of shingle from the

direct from the street, and used to have an earth closet in the garden behind the house.

shore or banks at Spurn Point’. The taking away
of stones from a section of seashore at Hornsea
was banned by the Board of Trade in 1869, yet as
late as 1920, cobbles were being taken from the
beach at Atwick Gap carried in panniers slung
Cobbles on Easington Beach

either side of the back of a donkey or horse. The
people who took away the stones were known
locally as ‘cadgers’.

With the repeal of the brick tax and the increasing availability of bricks being used to build with,
cobbles were no longer needed, and the skills of the builders of cobbles have vanished.
Despite the controls and the banning on taking cobbles from the beaches, the erosion on the
clay cliffs of Holderness continues relentlessly.

Cobbled houses in Eastgate, Hornsea

Cobbled Churches
In the East Riding there were 31 churches in a coastal strip of 35 miles long by 6 miles wide
built almost entirely of cobbles laid with varying degrees of skill. The earliest churches had a
low square tower, nave chancel and a simple gabled porch. When diagonal cobble buttresses
were used, it was necessary to have cranked ashlar-bonding stones at the internal angles as at
Part-cobbled house at Skipsea
Note also the double tumbled eaves

the Church of St. Margaret, Long Riston, where there is a mingling of brickwork among the
buttresses. Around 1850 the Church of St. Alban in Withernwick was entirely rebuilt,
incorporating old cobbles laid random and interspaced overall with double courses of brick at
regular intervals.
Barn renovation, Skeffling

14th century church of St. Elgin,
North Frodingham

Barn, North Frodingham

13th century church of St. Margaret, Long Riston

Timber-framed buildings
Oak timber framing was the main form of construction from around the 10th to the
late 18th century. Timber was never plentiful in the East Riding and today there are
few timber-framed buildings left. The main areas of woodland recorded in the
Domesday Book were to the south and southwest of York. Box-framed houses
were more likely to be built in the Hull valley and Holderness than on the upland
areas of the Wolds, and the few remaining buildings still bear this out. There are a
small number of known timber-framed buildings in Beverley, and ‘Oak Cottage’ at
South Dalton still survives.
Oak Cottage, South Dalton

Plan of Oak Cottage, South Dalton

A timber-framed house is one whose substantial timbers are joined to form an
open rigid frame, which supports the roof. Many had low ceilings, with maybe

The timber-framed Oak cottage at South Dalton is probably late 16th century. The house has two

small windows, and big floorboards where draughts came through.

storeys, three bays and has coursed square rubble and some brick infilling to the ground floor walls.
There is a plain-boarded door to the right bay. The first floor is studded, with the windows having a

Box-frame construction was more common and

sliding sash to the left and centre bays, and a two light window over the door. There is a brick axial

had a rectangular frame of sill, posts and a wall

chimneystack and also a stack to the front wall at the left end.

plate, which was erected on a stone plinth and
joined by mortise and tenon joints.
Studding was installed between the posts, and infill

Thatched Roofs

panels such as wattle

Thatching is the oldest of all the building crafts, and was the universal roofing material for farms and

and daub filled the

cottages in the East Riding until the mid 18th century. A variety of materials could be used for thatching

openings. Suitable wet

such as barley, wheat and rye straw, but the marsh reed of coastal areas was the most durable and

clay with straw, cow hair

highly prized material.

or cow dung (the daub) was thrown against both sides of
the wattle to form the desired thickness. A thin coat of

Before it could be used for thatching, the straw had to be spread out, wetted and then left to soak so that

plaster was then applied, and then the panel was finished

it became pliable. It was then laid out in handfuls, and gathered into bunches or ‘bottles’. The thatcher

with a limewash. All these materials were obtained locally.

began work at the eaves, and worked towards the ridge.
Usually, two people were employed to assist with the

The sloping, slanting floors we see today in half-timbered

thatching, one to prepare the bottles, and another to carry

buildings are as a result of the natural warping of the wood as it aged. Also, the

them up to the thatcher. Thatch was often prohibited in

blackening of timber is a natural aging effect; they were not treated or painted when

densely built-up areas because of the risk of fire, and

built.

because it was seasonal work most thatchers had some

Over the years, as the demands on wood grew, exposed beams became

other form of occupation. The use of thatch as a roofing

unfashionable and the art of building a timber-framed house was gradually forgotten.

material was not restricted to farmhouses and cottages;
stables, barns and dovecotes also had thatched roofs.

Thatchers’ tools

With the introduction of pantiles from the mid to late 18th century as an alternative roofing material, thatch
became no longer a common roofing material in East Yorkshire. In rural areas in the 19th century its
popularity rapidly diminished and the 1851 census records only one full-time thatcher living in the East
Riding.
The life expectancy of a thatched roof will vary according to several factors: regular maintenance, the
quality of materials used, the skill of the thatcher and pollutants in the environment. A high humidity level
will shorten the life span of the thatching materials. A rough assessment of the life span of a thatch is: 50
to 60 years using water reed, 25 to 40 years combed wheat reed, and 10 to 20 years using long straw.
Ridges, the top part of the roof, whatever their designs or type have a lifespan of 10 to 15 years.

Tithe Barn, Easington

Tithe Barn
Tithe Barn at Easington is a rare example of a timber-framed aisled barn of
medieval form. The structure in the threshing barn consists of brick walls, timberframe and a thatched roof and is thought to be 14th or 15th century, but its actual
Thatch on Easington Tithe Barn

Easington Tithe Barn in the past

origins are a little unclear. An adjoining horse - mill in brick and pantile roof was
added at some time, probably in the 19th century. Wagons entered through
double-boarded doors, and there are slit breathers in the brick walls. The barn
opened in 1928 as Britain’s first folk life and agricultural museum, having been
restored by the East Riding Antiquarian Society. In 1939, the building was closed
due to the war and never re-opened as a museum. It is the only such remaining
building in Holderness.
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